Opening Speech for Defence.
Sir H. Curtis Bennett
they both used to go from their offices back to their houses to tea.
Major Armstrong would have to pass Mr. Martin's house to* get to*
his house; therefore Major Armstrong says, as we are so busy, you
come up to tea. Mr. Martin says, yes, I will give you a lift in
the car; Armstrong says in the morning, no, because I have two
men to meet up at my place; so Major Armstrong goes home to
his tea. It must be suggested that after that food was taken into
the drawing-room on that evening Major Armstrong dropped
arsenic on to the scones.
Mr. justice darling—Not necessarily on to the scones.
Sir H. curtis bennett—On to something—I am obliged.
The real case which was put originally was the buttered scone,
because of the handing of it, so that he was bound to have it;
that is the real case, but I quite agree it might be suggested he
put it on any of the food. What is the evidence? Major Arm-
strong arrives back, and is seen by MacGeorge to arrive; he goes
straight to him and talks to him, and MacGeorge's evideEce is
that he went just inside, hung up his hat and coat, and caine out
immediately. Do you think there is any sort of evidence that he
put arsenic, even if he wanted to, on Mr. Martin's food then?
There was no opportunity. He is then out in the garden with
MacGeorge right up to the time when Mr. Martin arrives. That
is not in dispute. Then Mr. Martin and Major Armstrong go
round the garden together, and they go into the house together.
Up to that time in my submission there has been, no opportunity,
even if he desired to do so, and I have already dealt with what I
submit is the ridiculous proposition that he did—no opportunity
to have put poison upon that food, food which he had not at that
time been near if you believe MacGeorge that all he did was to
go in and come out immediately. They go in together and sit
in the small bay window. Is it suggested that Major Armstrong
put something upon the food there? There is no evidence that
he did; it is extraordinarily difficult to know how he could do it
without being seen. Mr. Martin leaves. I do not care -whether
he said he w.as feeling off colour or not. He goes ofi home, and
three and a half hours later, rather more, nearly four hours
afterwards, he is sick for the first time. You will hear from the
medical gentlemen I am going to call that if in fact he had had
arsenic, what is possibly a fatal dose, at half-past five or anything
like it, he would not have eaten dinner at half-past seven, and
would have been sick long before four hours. The time when he
was sick is much more consistent with having something -which did
not agree with him at dinner. Have you noticed when one* person
is ill in a household counsel always gets up and says, nobody else
affected by the food. Nobody suggested that everybody was
affected by-the food. You know in your own homes it is very
often one person happens to be sick or bilious after some meal;
there is no point in saying, were you all sick? That does not
explain it. Because Mrs. Martin was not sick, it does not account
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